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Remedy and Resolution: bees and honey-collecting in
two Hudhalı̄ odes1

AKIKO MOTOYOSHI SUMI

Abstract

This article aims at examining the functions and symbolism of the wasf (description) of
the bee, honey and honey collectors in two odes, one by the pre-Islamic poet, Sā�idah
b. Ju�ayya, whose dates are unknown, and the other by the mukhadram poet (i.e. one
who spans the pre-Islamic and Islamic periods), Abū Dhu�ayb al-Hudhalı̄ (d. 649 CE?),
both of the tribe of Hudhayl. Comparative exploration in the two poems helps to clarify
the significance of the bee description in each ode. The bee and the honey with the wine
motif express healing for the two poems, while the honey-gathering is presented as a
locus for trial and resolution. The description of the bee and honey is also a metaphor
for the lost meadow. The two poets create a symbolic world of eroticism and immortal-
ity through the image of honey. Moreover, the stylistic and structural disparities
between the two poems reflect a contrast in their mood and meaning.

From the outset of human society the origin and nature of the bee have fascinated
mankind. For thousands of years honey was one of the few natural sweeteners known.
Ancient people viewed the bee that produces the sweet food with reverence and awe.
The bee was also regarded as sacred in many ancient literary and cultural traditions.
Honey was used as part of a libation along with milk, oil and wine. Ancient Babyloni-
ans, Assyrians and Greeks used to bury their dead in honey, which has sterilizing power
for preserving bodies. Bees are symbols of purity, assiduity, rebirth and spirit, while
honey is a symbol of celestial food, eloquence (honeyed words), eroticism and immor-
tality. Bees and honey are mentioned in the oldest literatures of the world, such as those
of ancient Egypt, Sumeria, Babylonia and Greece. Ancient Arabia is no exception.2

The Hudhalı̄ tribe of the pre-Islamic era in the H� ijāz bequeathed to us some odes
describing wild bees, honey and the honey-gatherer. The odes are called qus�ı̄dahs. The
qas�ı̄dah (the classical Arabic ode) is a polythematic and monorhymed poetic form,
generally ranging in length from 15 to 80 lines. The birth of the qas�ı̄dah dates back to
the late fifth century CE during the Jāhiliyyah, and the literary tradition witnessed its
final neoclassical heyday in the poetry of Ah�mad Shawqı̄ (d. 1932) in the first half of
the 20th century.3 The traditional structure of the qas�ı̄dah is tripartite, consisting of the
nası̄b, the rah� ı̄l and the fakhr.4 The nası̄b, the opening section, contains the description
of the remembrance of the poet’s beloved mistress.5 The second part, the rah� ı̄l,
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132 A. M. Sumi

describes the implied journey of the poet and his mount, the she-camel. The conclud-
ing fakhr offers praise for self and tribe.

This article aims at exploring the functions and symbolism of the was�f of the bee,
honey and its collectors in pre-Islamic Arabic qas�ı̄dahs. I will investigate the was�f in the
context of two complete odes in terms of both structure and theme and demonstrate
how the two was�fs function differently. As critical tools, I will mainly use Hilda M.
Ransome’s book The Sacred Bee, Michael Sells’ article on smile and Suzanne
Stetkevych’s works on pre-Islamic poetry. I will also rely on the Qur�ān and the H� adı̄th
(which relates deeds and utterances of the Prophet and his Companions).

The qas�ı̄dahs I have chosen were composed by the two Hudhalı̄ poets, Sā�idah ibn
Ju�ayyah (his death date unknown6) and Khuwaylid ibn Khālid known as Abū Dhu�ayb
al-Hudhalı̄ (d. 649? CE). As for the biographical information on the two poets, while
little has come down to us concerning Sā�idah, there is some information on Abū
Dhu�ayb. Abū Dhu�ayb was a younger contemporary of the Prophet: that is, a
Mukhad� ram poet (i.e. one who spans the pre-Islamic and Islamic periods), and was the
rāwı̄ (transmitter and reciter) of Sā�idah, the pre-Islamic poet. Abū Dhu�ayb is regarded
as the foremost poet of his tribe. There is an anecdote that tells us that he travelled to
see the Prophet Muh�ammad, but arrived at Medina the day after his death. Abū
Dhu�ayb also migrated to Egypt under �Umar, and there lost five sons within one year
because of the plague. According to Gustave E. von Grunebaum, one aspect of Abū
Dhu�ayb’s poetry is that he is inclined to elaborate the nası̄b into a complete ode. He
composed a number of elegies, showing ‘the gentle melancholy of his obsession with the
instability of doom’7—one of his masterpieces is an elegy on the death of his sons.8

In the poems under investigation, both poets use the image of wild honey and its
gatherer, showing the ekphrastic description of the bees as well as the process of
collection.9 The poets associate honey with wine, with which it was often mixed to
drink. The motif of bees and honey was not very popular with other Hudhalı̄ poets—it
was exclusive to these two poets in the tribe—nor with other Arab poets.10 Further-
more, the concepts of mu�ārad�ah (literary imitation and contest) are involved in the
description of honey-bees and honey collecting.11 In the mechanism of contest, by using
the same theme, bees and honey-gathering, the younger Hudhalı̄ poet Abū Dhu�ayb,
who had learned poetry-composition from Sā�idah, attempted to emulate and outdo the
elder Hudhalı̄ poet Sā�idah. In so doing, Abū Dhu�ayb could succeed his master and
transmit the literary theme to posterity.

Sā�idah’s qas�ı̄dah is bipartite, consisting of the nası̄b (remembrance of the beloved)
and the fakhr (boast). By contrast, Abū Dhu�ayb’s presents the nası̄b section only,
although we do not know if the piece is a fragment of a formally complete qas�ı̄dah or
an independent amatory ode in an intentionally truncated form. In both poems the
description of the bee and honey-gathering is embedded in the nası̄b section. I will first
explore Sā�idah’s poem; secondly, Abū Dhu�ayb’s, and lastly I will undertake the
comparative examination of the two odes. The translation of the two odes are mine.
Moreover, I will use the word ‘poet’ to refer to the maker of a poem, while employing
the word ‘persona’ or the poet’s name in quotation marks to indicate the speaker in the
poem.

I will argue that the bee and honey-gathering are symbols of remedy and resolution
in both poems: that is, the bee and honey together with the wine motif express healing
for the two poets. At the same time, honey-collecting is presented as a locus for trial
and resolution. The was�f of the bees and honey expresses metonymically a larger image
of the lost meadow of the nası̄b with extended similes. The two poets create a symbolic
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Bees and Honey-collecting in Two Hudhalı̄ Odes 133

world of eroticism and immortality through the image of honey. The description of the
bees and honey-gathering may perform a rah� ı̄l-like function as quest in both odes. I will
also demonstrate that the stylistic and structural disparities between the two poems
reflect a contrast in their mood and meaning. Sā�idah’s poem provides an exemplary
model of the fakhr both in structure and theme, while Abū Dhu�ayb’s is characterized
by the nası̄b mood of loss and despondency. The was�f of the bees plays an important
role in revealing the two poets’ intentions in their respective poetic enterprises.Remedy
and Quest in the Qas�ı̄dah by Sā�idah ibn Ju�ayyah12

1. Ghad� ūb has departed
though you still loved her passionately,13

but obstacles came between you
and separated you.

2. Among the things that came between you
were the fear of you that

the jealous and hateful instilled in her,
and those that spied on you.

3. The black raven has turned white
and still your heart does not leave off

the memory of Ghad� ūb,
nor can your reproaches be reversed.

4. As if there appeared to you,
the day you met her,

a tent-reared fawn14

from the wild herds of Wajrah,

5. An awkward fawn
with languid gaze and dark eyes;

its back dark-striped,
new to the grazing lands, deep-hued.

6. On an elevated land, the soft tract
of the sand dune, in its round hollows

is an Art�ā tree beneath which
[the fawn] seeks shelter when it is wet.

7. It takes refuge beneath it
from a shower of rain every evening

when the water pours
down on the tree.

8. It follows strips of pasturage
in rocky soil and sometimes draws

near to warm lands
where purslane grows.

9. Indeed I swear by the forelegs [of she-camels]
and every sacrificial beast

from whose [slit]
throat [blood] flows,

10. And by their place,
when they are shut up
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134 A. M. Sumi

in the narrow bushy box canyon of Ma�zim,
blocked off by Mount Akhshab

11. The oath of an honest man,
—though you don’t know its worth,

in the end its truth
will be revealed—

12. That I love her [madly],
and [any] man

upon whom she’s bestowed
her gift desires her.

13. I forbade you [my heart] to burden yourself
with someone far away,

[too] distant for you
and hard to reach.

14. Is this lightning
from your [abode],

as if its flash were a thicket
set ablaze by burning kindling?

15. A night-travelling cloud
that spent eight nights in the islands,

reaching the open seas,
blown by the south wind,

16. When it reached �Amq,
the cloud’s side resounded with a crash

like the roar of
an untamed stallion;

17. When it reached Na�mān,
it settled in a heap of clouds

like riders knocked
to the ground;

18. The lotus tree was uprooted
and the huge Ath�ab tree was swept away

[by the torrent] floating
between �Ayn and Nabāt;

19. Rain fell upon the tamarisk trees
from Sa�yā and H� alyah,

and [the torrents] of al-Shujūn and �Ulyab
washed down the Dawm palms.

20. Then I lost sight of it
and a distant roving part of it

came to settle
in the morning in Najd.

21. She came to us with jet black hair,
not too short,

nor thinning at the part,
nor grey,
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Bees and Honey-collecting in Two Hudhalı̄ Odes 135

22. Like tufts of soft reeds
covered with flowing water

with moss spread
on its two sides,

23. And with even front teeth
like camomile blossoms,

white and gleaming, her side teeth
glistening with cool saliva.

24. [Her mouth is] like choice wine
of pressed grapes

mixed with aloe, cinnamon,
and reddish brown musk.

25. [Her mouth is] cool as if its saliva,
when you taste it after a sleep,

when the stars have risen
high in the sky were

26. The honey of bees on a lofty mountain peak
where the vultures live

like a group of men
wrapped in their coats.15

27. [Honey] from each steep ridge
and bend of the valley

from which after rainfall pure water
gushes forth.

28. Among them are pollen gathering bees
in the mountain-ridge,

and they produce honey [as abundant as]
the streams of the bottom of the valley, when they flow.

29. They revealed streaks of honey
as white as linen,

with no honey-combs
empty or broken,

30. As if the collected pollen
on their hind legs,

when they flew up the mountain paths,
were kernels of wild cherry,

31. Until there was preordained for them,
when they were slow in returning,

a man of endurance in walking,
rough-fingered, short.

32. With him are a water-skin,
which he carries wherever he goes,

a leather tool-bag, shining wood sticks [for honey-gathering],
and a huge leather bag [for the honey].

33. The poor wretch let down the ropes
to it from a precipice
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136 A. M. Sumi

too steep for the eagle,
(a rock surface) made smooth like a shield,

34. As if when he lowered himself
to the ridge below their cave

he were a ragged cloak
fluttering in the wind.

35. He completed his wild honey collecting
and lowered himself

as if he were a ragged cloak and
continued gently descending the ropes.

36. He separated the pure [honey]
by mixing it with the water of a clear pool

filled by streams from mountain cliffs
where the Ta�lab tree grows.

37. [The honey] is mixed with a red wine,
its seal broken by a dumb (non-Arabic speaking) boy

with short curly hair
and bored pearl eardrops.

38. As if her mouth tasted like this
when it was strained,

—by God, or even
more delicious and sweeter.

39. So today we no longer
visit her (in the evening)

nor long for her
(in the morning),

40. For the swollen tribal gatherings
from different clans

cannot withstand
the vicissitudes of fate [and the clans disperse].

41. [Some men sat] in a tribal council,
their bright faces shaded

by a thicket of upthrust [spears],
straight as bucket-ropes in a well.

42. Their lineages are
close and mighty;

men like them protect against injustice
and they are dreaded.

43. If a pasture is protected and forbidden,
yet they would pasture there;

and even if someone comes to warn them,
they do not flee.16

44. Men of great dignity,
each one, when they are attacked,

is treated warily,
like a tar-smeared scabby camel.
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Bees and Honey-collecting in Two Hudhalı̄ Odes 137

45. [Each one is] a violent assailant
who protects his guest

and [each is] eager to fight, when he is assaulted,
almost like a rabid dog.

46. One day when they were thus,
there surprised them

a group of iron-clad men
gathered for a raid.

47. They were protected by a squadron
gleaming [with armour],

wearing helmets, numerous, restless,
disdaining to be plundered.

48. From every ravine
there came [galloping] straight down

a swift noble mare
or a thick-legged winning steed,

49. Fleshy with massive
curved ribs,

his back long
like a tightly twisted rope.

50. His hard hooves
hammer the ground

as if solid rocks were
attached to his fetlocks.

51. He runs at full speed
straining at the bit

as if he were the trunk of a palm tree
that is stripped for climbing.

52. Their squadron advanced
and what they feared came true

through a raid that did not lie,
from every mountain ravine.

53. They were innumerable,
uncountable; squadrons

that had gathered together
swelled [the ranks of] their army.

54. And when a scout came
from the raiding party

and said, “I have seen the [battle]-commotion,
so mount your steeds!”

55. The riders flew
on every swift, sleek,

milk-fed mare,
and a tall dark bay led the way.

56. The horsemen were covered
with dust rising in ribbons in the air,
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138 A. M. Sumi

some of it spreading upwards in spumes,
some hanging in thick clouds.

57. They exchanged sword-blows
and pointed at each other the spear-tips

that the smiths had
forged and mounted,

58. Of each brown quivering spearshaft,
not marred by too short a shaft

nor by a weak joint
reinforced with a sinew,

59. An excellent spear of al-Khat�t�ı̄’s make,
its point was sharpened

as thin as a flame:
when you raise it, it blazes up,

60. With a shaft that has been straightened
in the spear stretcher,

adorned by a trimmed, sharpened spearhead
like the inner feather of an eagle.

61. Delightful to the trembling hand,
its shaft quivers

in the hand the way
a fox quivers as it runs.17

62. The swords scattered,
destroyed their gathered [men]

and exposed every henna-dyed woman
to be dragged off and plundered.

63. They pursued them,
driving off as booty their vast herds of camels

that swayed like rain-emptied clouds
driven along by the south-east wind.

The first section (ll. 1–12) presents the persona’s (that is, the ‘lyric I’ of the poem18)
love for his mistress and the extended simile comparing her to a gazelle fawn. Following
the Arabic qas�ı̄dah convention, Sā�idah opens the nası̄b with the persona’s separation
from his beloved, Ghad� ūb. The persona, addressing himself as ‘you’, states that
Ghad� ūb, his beloved, has forsaken him due to some obstacles. Ghad� ūb is derived from
the verb ghad� iba (to be angry), suggesting that she is angry with him. After he declares
that he will not leave off the memory of her, a young gazelle, which is a simile for the
beloved, is portrayed (l. 4). The comparison of the beloved to a gazelle is one of the
highly conventional motifs in the nası̄b. The poet creates the images based on the
physical analogy between the beloved and the gazelle by using the epithet for the gazelle
fawn �āqid (bending the neck in lying down) in line 4. The poet describes the beloved
very little; instead, he elaborates upon the gazelle—her physical appearance, her
actions, and her environment (ll. 4–8). The persona makes an oath to love her by
sacrificial she-camels from whose breasts blood flows (ll. 9–12) and confesses that he
is madly in love with her (l. 12).
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Bees and Honey-collecting in Two Hudhalı̄ Odes 139

The poem moves to the description of a storm cloud flashing with lightning (l. 14).
The persona is trying to locate his beloved’s tribe asking if this lightning is from the
direction of where his beloved resides. In other words, the description of the travelling
cloud is still in the context of the image of the beloved. ‘Sā�idah’ loses sight of the
clouds in the direction of Najd (l. 20). He recollects the memory of her again—her hair
is as black as coal and likened to soft rushes in a stream. He describes her front teeth
and their cold saliva. The comparison of the beloved’s saliva to the best wine is one of
the established motifs in pre-Islamic poetry. Up to this point, Sā�idah presents a string
of similes for the beloved: she is like a gazelle fawn; her hair is like reeds; her saliva is
like wine. These similes are based on physical likeness which also connotates abstract
likeness, such as vulnerability, softness and youth. The imagery the poet intends to
produce consists of the various sorts of descriptions: the persona’s state of affairs with
his beloved, the gazelle, his passion for her, the rainstorm, the beloved herself and the
wine. Although appearing digressive and disjunctive, they are connected through
certain symbolic relations grounded in the poet’s scheme as well as conventional
cultural codes. Taken together they create an image of the lost garden based on
abstract, general, spiritual likeness.19 This process continues further with the next
motif, the bee and honey.

The sweetness and purity of the bee and honey are compared to the beloved’s saliva
(ll. 25–26). Sā�idah elaborates on how diligently the bees produce honey. One can
visualize the procedure of the bees’ collecting nectar and storing it in the honeycomb.
The bees gather nectar and pollen on a lofty peak of a mountain that is close to the sky.
The towering peak is inhabited by vultures (l. 26), which indicates that it is a high,
dangerous place. In the ridges and precipices, thawāb flows abundantly (l. 27). Thawāb
can mean either rain, honey, bees or reward for good deeds. The term simultaneously
suggests three meanings—water, honey, and reward for the good deeds of the bees—
though the sharh� gives us, for the meaning of thawāb, the water gushing forth to a
wadi.20 Descending to the bottom of a valley, bees carry nectar and move to a flowering
tract of meadows to seek some more. The purity of honey is presented through the
description of pure rain water (l. 27). In his book on animals, written in 1371,
al-Damı̄rı̄ states that the bee was also known for its cleanliness because it drinks only
clean water.21 Every cave of those bees contains plenteous honey, which shows abun-
dance and fertility. The scene of the bees’ nectar gathering is intimately associated with
water—pure rainwater and mountain streams.

Through its ekphrastic force, this description of the bee’s nectar gathering signifies
the lost meadow, not only because of the physical resemblance but also because of
symbolic and metonymic implications. For the symbolic connections, we can turn to
the sayings of the Qur�ān and the H� adı̄th (Prophetic tradition).22

Like wine, honey symbolizes the rivers of the Garden of Paradise23 in association with
the lost meadow.24 The Qur�ān says, ‘There is the similitude of Paradise which the
godfearing have been promised: therein are rivers of water unstaling, rivers of milk
unchanging in flavour, and rivers of wine—a delight to the drinkers, rivers, too, of
honey purified.’25 Because there is honey in Paradis it is, therefore, a Muslim belief that
bees exist there too. Al-Damı̄rı̄ introduces one h�adı̄th saying that bees, honey-flies, are
the only flies that go to heaven, while all the others go to hell.26 Ransome also states that
the bee is a symbol of the soul who enters the kingdom of heaven.27 Needless to say,
the Garden of Paradise is the abode of immortal life. Michael Sells argues that the
description of the beloved with its related similes in the nası̄b is ‘the mythopoetic world
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140 A. M. Sumi

of the lost garden or meadow’.28 There is a sūrah named al-Nah� l (The Bee) in the
Qur�ān. Two verses regarding the bee are:

And thy Lord revealed unto the bees, saying: ‘Take unto yourselves, of the
mountains, houses, and of the trees, and of what they are building. Then eat
of all manner of fruit, and follow the ways of your Lord easy to go upon.’
Then comes there forth out of their bellies a drink of diverse hues wherein is
healing for men. Surely in that is a sign for a people who reflect.29

Al-T� abarı̄ comments that the bee’s instinct is referred to God’s teaching and that God
inspires the bee to gather its food from various fruits and flowers and to convert it into
honey. He goes on to state that the honeycomb itself, with its hexagonal cells, is
geometrically perfect.30 The bee is selected as an exemplar of those that work according
to their natural instincts and produce excellent results.

Bees were held to be models of industry, order, purity, economy, courage, prudence
and communal cooperation. They are prudent because they drink only clean water and
cooperate effectively with one another. Honey-bees are also known for their division of
labour as well as their social organization. They form colonies of from several hundred
to 80,000 individuals, organized in a rigid caste system. Aristotle points out that bee
society is composed of three kinds: the king bee, the worker bee and the drone bee.31

Each kind performs its specific task to create a productive society. Sā�idah delineates
the bees in detail: how, where and in which order they act in the course of their
honey-producing and how industriously they work. Through the was�f of the bees, apart
from the imagery of the lost garden, Sā�idah intends to convey those concepts, which
will be further related to the meaning of the was�f of the honey collecting.

Like the description of the bees, the scene of the honey hunter (ll. 31–35) is
ekphrastic. His fingers, height and belongings are portrayed. He is likened to a ragged
cloak hanging and swinging in the wind. This simile allows the audience to visualize the
honey-gatherer. At the same time the description is objective and dispassionate, and
the speaker describes the honey-collector from a certain objective distance. Moreover,
the honey-gatherer is portrayed as confident, bold, strong and well-prepared for his
task; the poem presents his equipment, his fingers, and his way of walking (ll. 31–32).
Despite the steepness of the precipice, he hardly shows any fear or other feelings. He
expertly executes his task. Sā�idah portrays the scene of the honey-collecting as if he
knew from the beginning that the gatherer would successfully gain the honey. By this
token, the poet says that the honey-collector’s success was preordained (l. 31).

The profound symbolism of honey similarly helps us to interpret the was�f of the bees
and honey-gathering. As the above-mentioned Qur�ānic verses show, honey was well-
known for its efficacy as a medicine. There is a h�adı̄th showing its medical effect:

A man went to Muh�ammad and told him his brother had violent pains in his
body, and the Prophet told him to give the sick man honey. He did as he was
told, but soon came back to say his brother was no better. Muh�ammad
answered, ‘Go back and give him more honey, for God speaks the truth, thy
brother’s body lies.’ When the honey was taken again, the sick man, thanks to
the grace of God, recovered immediately.32

Another h�adı̄th indicates the significance of honey: ‘For you [Muslims] there are two
remedies: the Qur�ān and honey—Honey is the cure for all maladies, while the Qur�ān
for the heart.’33 Also, honey bears the signification of righteousness; the phrase, dhū
(having) �asal, means one who has a righteous, good, proper action (�amal s�ālih)
attributable to him, for which the praise of him is deemed sweet.34
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Bees and Honey-collecting in Two Hudhalı̄ Odes 141

On the other hand, the term ‘honey’ in Arabic, �asal implies eroticism and fertility
because the Arabic phrase mad�rib �asalah, which consists of the terms mad�rib (place,
spot) and �asalah (honey), is a euphemism for ‘the place of injection of sperm’, or ‘the
source from which one springs’, ‘ancestry’.35 We may assume that this euphemism is
grounded on the form in common between honey and sperm, sticky liquid and on the
association between the delight of intercourse and the taste of honey as Ibn Manz�ūr
suggests (more below). It may also be associated with bees’ power to pollinate flowers
by carrying and spreading pollen among flowers, as they suck nectar from the flowers.
Furthermore, one h�adı̄th clearly denotes the sexual meaning of �usaylah, a diminutive of
�asal; the Prophet said to a woman who desired to be divorced from a husband because
of his sexual impotency in order that she might return to a former husband, ‘No, [you
must stay with the present husband] until you taste �usaylatahu (his sperm) and he
tastes �usaylataki (your sperm)’.36 Ibn Manz�ūr says that in this saying the delight of
sexual intercourse is likened to the taste of honey.37

Sā�idah’s description of bees’ nectar gathering and honey collecting can be associated
with an erotic, sexual image, which thus creates a connection with the scene of the
kisses of the beloved and the nights the persona spent with her. The poet says that
for the persona his beloved’s kiss was like the honey of bees (ll. 25–26). In his
discussion of the lost meadow, Michael Sells says the description of a beloved intro-
duces ‘a dynamic polarity of sexual union and ablution or purification’.38 In light of
his understanding, in our poem purity and sexuality in the bee and honey are
intermingled. Honey implies simultaneously ablutionary water and sexual water. On
the other hand, from the distinct sexual signification of �asal in the h�adı̄th, the
honey-collecting suggests the quest for eroticism and immortality. In a deeper meaning,
what the honey-gatherer actually pursues is not the honey but the beloved, the lost
meadow and immortality.

By the depiction of the bees and their honey, ‘Sā�idah’ tries to heal himself and to
overcome his unrequited love for Ghad� ūb. Although the nası̄b changes motifs—his
separation from the beloved, a gazelle fawn, rainstorm, wine and bees and honey—
these motifs converge on one theme, the beloved. Throughout the nası̄b, from the
opening to line 40, the persona recalls the memory of Ghad� ūb and simultaneously
attempts to recover from the lovesickness that torments him. Also, based on the
symbolic implications of the bee and honey—industry, social organization and
righteousness—the was�f may also function as a restraint to the persona’s ardent passion
for Ghad� ūb. These implications generated from the bee and the honey can suggest that
through the wasf of them the persona directs himself toward a righteous path. That is,
his reason and mind are inspired by viewing the diligent work of the bees and by
pursuing the honey.

If the description of the bees can be understood as the expression of healing, the
scene of the man’s collecting of honey signifies the persona’s resolution to get his
beloved off his mind. In doing so, the persona seeks immortality in the honey. Although
the persona is not the collector and is merely an observer of the collector’s action, the
persona makes up his mind through viewing the scene. The man appearing in line 31
is ready for the honey-collecting, equipped with a water-skin, a leather vessel and
shining wood sticks. His collecting honey is a perilous task because the honey is located
in some caves on a precipice. Actually, there are prehistoric rock paintings (approxi-
mately 5000 BCE) in eastern Spain and South Africa, in which primitive people are
climbing up a ladder to gather honey in a bees’ nest located in a high location on some
precipice.39 Moreover, if bees return to their hives while the gatherer collects honey,
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142 A. M. Sumi

they will attack him with their poisonous stings. Nevertheless, the man lets himself
down with the ropes that are his only mainstay.

I argue that the description of the bees’ nectar gathering metaphorically conveys the
image or vestige of the beloved with reference to the lost meadow. At the same time,
the wasf of the honey-collector suggests the two concepts: (1) healing, restraint and
resolution as a part of the poet’s psychological movement; and (2) the quest for
immortality in the lost garden. These two concepts exist simultaneously in the text. As
we see in the presentation of the lost meadow, we recognize the persona’s psychological
and emotional movements through the shift of the various motifs in the nası̄b. Sā�idah’s
nası̄b shows delicate and gradual changes in the persona’s mind through the poetic
motifs within the larger framework of the image: the lost garden.

When the poem returns to wine (l. 37) we realize that the honey produced by the
bees’ nectar-gathering and the man’s honey-collecting is mixed with the choicest wine.
The poem goes on to say that the beloved’s kiss is even sweeter than that excellent
wine, which Sā�idah has elaborately described (ll. 26–38). Therefore, the ultimate goal
for the poet is the world of the lost garden, evoked by the image of the beloved, utilizing
the profound symbolism of the bee and honey. On one level, the was�f of the bee and
honey-gathering completes the description of the beloved by creating the profound and
complicated image of the beloved. At the same time, however, the (dangerous) quest
for cure, remedy and immortality serves to move the persona out of the mood of
despondency of the nası̄b to the heroic self-assurance of the fakhr (boast) which follows
the nası̄b. For ‘Sā�idah’, honey operates as an object of his quest, and once obtained,
through the honey’s remedial effects it becomes a groundwork for his next step (fakhr).
In this regard, it performs a structural–functional role similar to that of the more
conventional rah� ı̄l (desert journey/quest).

Line 39 marks a transition from the evening to the morning, which parallels a
transition from erotic infatuation to social responsibility. Suzanne Stetkevych maintains
that a shift from night to morning expresses not merely a change in temporal state, but
also changes in ritual or psychological states.40 She continues by saying that the
morning attack is a conventional qas�ı̄dah characteristic, indicating the transition from
the rah� ı̄l to the fakhr.41 This line of Sā�idah is the turning point for the persona both in
his feelings and his poetic form. The beloved’s mouth is sweeter than the honeyed wine,
but his affairs with her is in the past. Because of seasonal migration clans must disperse,
and so the relationship with the beloved, however passionate, is also fleeting. Although
he is captivated by her astounding beauty and charm his passion eventually wanes, for
tribal responsibilities and heroic pursuits beckon.

Line 39 indeed demonstrates the poet’s transition from individual concern to
communal contribution. In the nası̄b, his interest and concern are exclusively for his
departed beloved. He is dreaming and is immersed in the sweet memory about the time
he spent with her. By contrast, in the fakhr, the poet boasts of his tribe with the
description of the tribal assembly and the battle. Through the praise of his own tribe,
he can contribute to his tribe and society. This is a progression in him from individual
self-absorption in the nası̄b to collective participation in the fakhr. This movement in
the qas�ı̄dah demonstrates the persona’s psychological and social transformation. In the
nası̄b, his recollection, disappointment, dreaming and resolution are presented. On the
other hand, in the fakhr we witness bravery, confidence and pride. S. Stetkevych
interprets the dynamics of the qas�ı̄dah in light of the ritual paradigm, recognizing a
parallel between the nası̄b and separation (from society), the rah� ı̄l and liminality, the
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Bees and Honey-collecting in Two Hudhalı̄ Odes 143

fakhr and aggregation.42 In lines 39 and 40, Sā�idah explicitly presents the transition
from separation to aggregation or from individual to collective concerns.

The fakhr section describes an attack of the persona’s tribe, the Banū Hudhayl, on
its enemy. It opens with the opponents’ tribal assembly. The poem portrays their arms
and excellent steeds, showing how strong and valiant they are. A scout of the adversary
tribe comes back and reports agitation and vigour of the Hudhalı̄ squadron to his men
(l. 54). The battle scene between the two tribes with the description of spearshafts and
spear-tips continues till the Hudhalı̄ party destroys the other party. The ode ends with
the Hudhalı̄ tribe’s victory over its enemies in plundering the enemies’ camel herds and
women as booty (II. 62–63).

Heartrending Love in the Ode by Abū Dhu�ayb43

1. Did what happened
between us tell you of

separation from Asmā�
the day her riding camels departed?

2. You scattered the augury birds
[to read her fortune],

then if misfortune strikes your love for her,
she will depart from you.

3. I circled around her
and desired her for years,

I feared her husband
and was too shy to face her.

4. Three years passed
in this humiliation,

while she was
in the bloom of youth.

5. My heart disobeyed me
and went to her;

certainly I was obedient to its command,
but I did not know if seeking her was right.

6. I said to my heart:
I wish you all the best,

but your love for her will lead you
to an untimely death.44

7. Not even the wine45

—that Syrian wine that came exported [as a captive]
for which a banner is raised

whose eagle guides the generous [to purchase it],

8. Red wine like the juice of raw meat,
neither an acid nor a sour wine

whose flame burns
its drinkers’ [throats].

9. [The wine-merchants] travel
for a while with the riders

and form a pact of protection,
and the covenant guarantees their safety.
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144 A. M. Sumi

10. [The wine-merchants] remained with the horsemen
until they could clearly see the [Banū] Thaqı̄f

whose domed tents were pitched
on the rough ground of al-Ashāt.

11. The [Thaqı̄f] clan of Āl Mu�attib
surrounded [the wine];

both buying the wine and taking it by force
were hard for them.

12. When they saw that
the merchants were adamant

and that it was not permissible for them
to attack them and take it by force,

13. They paid the high price
that [the merchants] demanded,

then they seized it,
for it was now permissible and easy to swallow.

14. [Mixed] with the honey of bees
which fly to every hidden place,

and when the colour of the sun turns yellow,
it is time for them to return [to their hive].

15. With the honey that
the king bees make:

who go in the morning to a high mountain
whose peak almost reaches the sky.

16. The honey-bees diligently gather nectar
on the mountain’s crest

and descend to the valleys
with winding streams.

17. When they ascend in it
their swarm rises

like a flight of arrows in a shooting contest,
streaming toward the target.

18. Among them are nectar gatherers
that remain on the flower-filled mountain,

sucking with red wings
and downy necks.

19. When the man
from the Khālid clan saw them,

like pebbles thrown in the air,
the swarm stumbling as it tried to rise,

20. He made up his mind:
he was determined to enter their hive

or else another in a land
with dust like flour.

21. [His friends] said to him:
‘O H� arām, avoid them!’
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Bees and Honey-collecting in Two Hudhalı̄ Odes 145

but he was enticed by the height
and the size of the honeycomb.

22. So he fastened ropes by which his [fate] hangs
and was pleased by his skill,

as long as the ropes didn’t
betray him by breaking.

23. He let himself down
between a rope and a wooden peg

on a rock, as smooth as a leather cloth
on which even the raven slips.

24. When he drove them out
with the smoke, they were confused,46

and humiliation and sadness
came over them.

25. How sweet is
the wine of al-Sha�m and honey;

when the wine is pure, aged,
and red and the honey is mixed in—

26. Not even
[the wine mixed with honey]

in a shining wooden wine bowl
freshly carved and hewn

27. Is sweeter than her mouth
when you come [to her] at night,

and her robe is
wrapped around you.

28. One day she saw me
falling down drunk,

then I grieved her at [Wadi] Qurrān,
for indeed the companions of wine are dishevelled.

29. If she had wronged me,
then I would not have blamed her for it

nor would my response
have caused her grief,

30. My dog would not have growled at her
to keep her people away,

even if her dogs had barked
at me with blame.

This amatory ode presents similar aspects structurally and thematically to the nası̄b
of Sā�idah, whom Abū Dhu�ayb served as rāwı̄ (reciter). Abū Dhu�ayb begins his ode
with the motif of z�a�ā�in, ‘departing women’, one of the common motifs of the nası̄b.
The persona wonders if his beloved, Asmā�, will forsake him and scatters birds for
augury to know her fortune (1.2). A bird exposing its left side as it flies by is considered
a bad omen.47 Line 3 reveals that Asmā� is married and that he fears her husband. His
love is illicit and if discovered it would disgrace him and his beloved. The poem
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146 A. M. Sumi

continues to present the persona’s past mental distress: his heart disobeys him, but he
obeys his heart. He wonders, however, if pursuing this love is right. Then he begins to
feel that he probably ought to abandon his ardent passion. The persona is aware that
the love is hazardous and will lead to an unexpected or untimely death, al-mawt al-jadı̄d
(l.6).

The next theme is wine (1.7). The extended similes comparing the beloved’s mouth
to wine cover as many as twenty lines (II. 7–27). The poet tells us how precious and
delicious the wine is because it is carried to al-Ashāt by the wine merchants
accompanied by some riders who agreed to protect them. Although the Thaqı̄f clan of
Āl Mu�attib try to bargain for a better price, in the end they agree to pay the high price
that the merchants demand. The sharh� (commentary) says that merchants brought the
wine from Sha�m (Damascus, Syria) to Sūq �Ukāz� (the market of �Ukāz�). Sūq �Ukāz�
took place in Dhū al-H� ijjah (the month of the pilgrimage), a sacred month, when war
or fighting was forbidden. Because of the sacred month, the clan of Āl Mu�attib cannot
take the wine by force.48 The exquisite taste satisfies the people of Āl Mu�attib that the
wine was worth the dear price that they paid.

The wine is then mixed with honey, thereby leading the way to the description of the
bees and honey-collector. Abū Dhu�ayb’s description of bees is functionally and
structurally similar to that of Sā�idah and, like it, conveys the concepts of immortality
and eroticism and the image of the lost garden. However, Abū Dhu�ayb’s was�f of the
honey-collector is more subjective and emotional than that of Sā�idah. While Sā�idah
portrays his honey-collector from the viewpoint of an objective observer, Abū
Dhu�ayb’s persona seems to identify with the collector. Abū Dhu�ayb specifies that the
collector is from the Khālid clan (l. 19) who, according to the sharh� , were famous for
their honey-collecting.49 The bees are described from the point of view of the Khālidı̄;
for him they are like pebbles thrown in the air. The collector makes up his mind to
approach the bee hive and certainly knows that if the rope breaks, he will fall to the
earth(l. 20). His clansmen try to dissuade him (l. 21). Despite the danger, the size of
the honeycombs entices him (l. 21). He is relieved that he has successfully descended
to one rock, because he was afraid that the ropes might fail him. Danger remains
though, for the rock he reaches is as slippery as a leather cloth.

The Khālidı̄, unlike the honey-gatherer in Sā�idah’s poem, uses fumigation to sedate
and drive out the bees. In Sā�idah’s poem, the man approaches the honeycombs in the
daytime when the bees are away. By contrast, Abū Dhu�ayb’s honey-gatherer goes to
the cave when the bees are present, armed with a cultural weapon, smoke.50 Honey is
a symbol of female sexuality, that is, the beloved. At the same time, the scene of
collecting honey is a locus for resolution. The persona through his ‘stand-in’ the
Khālidı̄ honey-collector truly seeks honey which would cure his broken and devastated
heart. In line 24, the poem says, ‘humiliation and sadness came over them [the bees]’.
The bees are forced out from their home. The poet personifies the bees by giving them
feelings.

The persona’s ardent passion for his illicit beloved and his fear of her husband is
metaphorically connected to the Khālidı̄ honey-collector’s craving for honey and fear of
the treacherous precipice and the bees. If the gatherer can risk his life for honey, the
persona can also risk his life for his love. In the beginning of the ode he admits that his
love is dangerous and that he constantly wavers over whether he should pursue this
passion or not. The emphasis on the wine’s value through the elaboration of the
protection of the wine and of the negotiation between the wine-merchants and the
clansmen confirms the worth of the beloved for him inasmuch as the honeyed
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Bees and Honey-collecting in Two Hudhalı̄ Odes 147

wine signifies female sexuality and immortality. The emotional description of honey-
collecting reveals how deeply the Khālidı̄ craves honey. At the same time, we should not
overlook the role of the honey-collecting passage in Sā�idah’s poem, where the quest for
honey ultimately helps the persona to make the psychological transition from the loss
of the beloved to commitment to the tribe. The honey-gathering scene thus contains
complex and ambivalent dimensions.

I suggest that the bees’ ‘humiliation and sadness’ represent the persona’s emotional
state: that is, the personification of the bees suggests the persona’s identification with
them (in addition to his identification with the honey-collector). Like the bees, he has
lost his ‘honey’. By ending the honey-collecting passage with an expression of loss
(rather than, for example, the triumphant happiness of the honey-collector), the poet
has set the stage for the anti-heroic, despondent ending of the poem. In other words,
although he first seems to identify with the collector in his craving for honey, ultimately
the persona identifies emotionally with the bees who have been deprived of it. Unlike
the section of Sā�idah, where the description of the bees and honey-collecting is
regarded as functioning like a rah� ı̄l; that is, a transition between the passive despon-
dency of the nası̄b and the active virility of the fakhr, Abū Dhu�ayb’s description
ultimately concludes with an image of loss and sorrow. Thus if we view the honey-
collecting description as a sort of quest, we can say that the persona in Abū Dhu�ayb’s
poem has started out identifying with the successful seeker, but in the end identifies
with the ‘losers’ (the bees), signalling thereby his inability to leave behind his sorrow
and passion and to achieve the sense of self-confidence and accomplishment of the
fakhr.

Honey taken by the Khālidı̄ is mixed with pure wine (1.25). Line 26 marks the end
of the long extended simile of the beloved that goes back to line 7. It turns out that all
the was�fs of the wine, the bees’ gathering nectar, and the honey-collecting are to show
the beloved’s beauty to advantage. This technique, common in the Arabic qas�ı̄dah
tradition, is called the ‘extended simile ending with an elative form’ because it uses the
structure, ‘such is “more than” such’. The second half of line 27 reinforces the reading
of the was�f of the bee and honey as eroticism, for it clearly denotes that her mouth is
even sweeter than the honeyed wine ‘when you [the persona] come [to her] at night,
and her robe is wrapped around you’. The final two lines present the poet’s affection
and tenderness toward Asmā�. He would not have blamed her, even if she had been
harsh with him. Neither his dog nor he would have barked at her people to drive them
away, even if her dogs or people had barked or slandered him. The persona appears
very generous towards her and her people. If he endures the people’s slander of him and
thus gives the beloved peace and comfort, he will do it. The last remarks show that he
is incapable in the end of recovering from his lovesickness.

Because we do not know whether this ode is a fragment (the nası̄b part) from a
complete tripartite qas�ı̄dah or constitutes the whole ode, it is difficult to interpret the
meaning of the ode. Nevertheless, Abū Dhu�ayb’s ode appeals to me as a complete
amatory ode rather than a fragment of a qas�ı̄dah.51 This can be accounted for by the fact
that if the honey-collecting can serve as a rah� ı̄l-like function, and even right after the
nası̄b, the poem should move up to the fakhr, having left the memory of the beloved
behind. As stated above, von Grunebaum mentions that Abū Dhu�ayb tends to
elaborate the nası̄b into a complete ode.52 The ode ends full of his passion and sorrow.
‘Abū Dhu�ayb’ may even continue desiring to love her and suffering from the lovesick-
ness. This ode expresses the insatiable desire and the heartrending lamentation in ‘Abū
Dhu�ayb’.
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148 A. M. Sumi

Comparison: Pride or Love

Although the themes in the two poems reveal common aspects, we have also found
differences that are based on the two poets’ individual and social stances. The major
difference in structure is that Sā�idah’s ode ends with the final boasting section, while
Abū Dhu�ayb’s consists of only the nası̄b. In terms of motifs, the elder poet’s poem
contains the gazelle / oryx cow and the rainstorm scene, but the younger’s does not.
Instead, Abū Dhu�ayb’s includes the scene of the wine-merchants and their transac-
tions that eventually elevates the value of the beloved. In both poems, the bees and
honey with the wine motif are linked to the imagery of the beloved. The was�f of the bees
plays a role as a metaphor for the lost meadow where the personae are restrained in
their passion and healed of their lovesickness by drinking the honeyed-wine, while the
men’s honey-collecting presents a locus for trial and resolution. The bee descriptions of
both poets are similar; analogous similes and scenery show the bees’ industry.

By contrast, the two poets create the was�f of the honey-collecting differently.
Sā�idah’s poem is objectified, while Abū Dhu�ayb shows subjectivity and deep feelings.
Sā�idah places his persona both psychologically and physically remote from the poetic
object, the collector. Meanwhile, Abū Dhu�ayb identifies his persona with the gatherer
and the bees as if the persona were the one experiencing these trials. I infer that one of
the reasons for Sā�idah’s objective depiction is that the poet had known that the persona
would overcome the trial—for the poet, the description of the trial is undertaken from
the psychological stance of the subsequent fakhr. Abū Dhu�ayb’s more subjective
description, by contrast, is undertaken from the psychological stance of the nası̄b,
providing the desperate situation for his honey-collector and renders it emotionally so
that he can show the persona’s fervent zeal for honey / the beloved.

Parallel to this contrast of objective and subjective viewpoints, the two wasfs of the
same motif, the honey-collecting, indicate different functions on a deeper and more
complicated level. In both poems, the was�f represents simultaneously the quest for
sexuality and the beloved and the trial to leave off the memory of her. However, the
rah� ı̄l-like function of Sā�idah’s was�f stands as a step to the higher phase, the boasting of
his tribe, whereas Abū Dhu�ayb’s description works to intensify his quest for the
beloved, by reconfirming her charm as well as his longing for it. The resolution of
Sā�idah’s honey-collector is to forget about his mistress, whereas that of the younger
poet’s collector is to pursue his self-destructive love. The description of the bees and
honey acts positively on Sā�idah’s persona in terms of its role of curing and restraining
the passion, but the same motif operates differently on Abū Dhu�ayb’s persona—
namely, it works more intensely in its function of yearning for immortality.

Linked intimately to the themes, the structure of the two poems is dissimilar. In
Sā�idah’s work it is not difficult for the reader to understand his poetic scheme, because
he elucidates the important transitional points. He declares that the persona still loves
his beloved, but determines to leave the memory of his beloved by saying that the
evening has gone. In the morning, the persona goes to a tribal battle and boasts of his
tribe with the description of the victorious war scene. By contrast, a deep melancholic
tone predominates throughout Abū Dhu�ayb’s ode. It is indeed emotional, and the
mental state of its persona does not change greatly. He tries to move upward, getting
out of the morass of difficulties. However, he cannot, or he may not desire to. He rather
wants to be immersed in the world of his beloved or the lost meadow for good.

This essay shows that the physical and mimetic description can convey a larger
concept in a metaphorical, symbolic and metonymic manner. Furthermore, we have
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witnessed that one and same theme, the bee and honey-collecting, functions very
differently in the structural and thematic framework of an entire ode, according to the
poet’s poetic enterprise. The was�f is poetically flexible and serviceable, showing its
complicated and profound functions. Various was�fs in the qas�ı̄dahs are not disjointed
nor compartmentalized; rather, they are fully integrated, through symbolic and
metonymic relations, into the overarching semantic structure of the poem. All the
symbolic significations of the texts we have examined are elicited from the cultural
codes and the life-world of the original audience of the two poems. The ekphrasis of the
bee and the honey-gathering becomes meaningful only after the contextualization of the
poems in the structural code of the qas�ı̄dah form.

Further contextualization provides us another dimension to explain the contrast
between the two poems: why does Sā�idah choose pride, whereas Abū Dhu�ayb chooses
love? Sā�idah’s nası̄b is the overture to victory or boasting, whereas Abū Dhu�ayb’s nası̄b
or the whole ode reveals stagnation which has no destination nor way out. Abū Dhu�ayb
is pulled down to unexpected death (l. 6) and never ascends to the end of the ode, or
he would rather wish to keep dreaming about Asmā�. It can be assumed that this
difference is caused by the two poets’ surroundings; Abū Dhu�ayb lived through the
drastic vicissitudes of the Mukhad� ram age in its literary as well as political aspects,
whereas Sā�idah enjoyed the firmly established values and significance of tribalism and
the qas�ı̄dah tradition without undergoing the transition following the advent of the
Prophet Muh�ammad and the Qur�ān. In his comparative analysis of the Mu�allaqah of
Labı̄d, another Mukhad� ram poet, and Abū Dhu�ayb’s renowned elegy for his sons,53

Kamal Abu-Deeb points out that Abū Dhu�ayb, who composed his poem after Islam,
does not conceive of the tribe or communal system as a force of preservation of life and
continuity. Abu-Deeb suggests that the dark vision of reality and the ultimate power of
death shown in Abū Dhu�ayb’s ode may have been generated by the loss of the tribe as
a physical and symbolic unit which maintained his and his ancestors’ value system.54

Abū Dhu�ayb may not have found a sense of continuity and a system of beliefs in the
new Muslim community.

Abū Dhu�ayb’s despair, caused by these socio-historical vicissitudes, prevented him
from emulating the heroic quest of Sā�idah’s poem, which embodies both physically
and conceptually a well-established ideal institution. None the less, Abū Dhu�ayb
successfully expresses his heartrending love instead. I will, hence, conclude by suggest-
ing that while the pre-Islamic qas�ı̄dah provides the shared literary idiom for both the
pre-Islamic and Mukhad� ram poets, the formal and stylistic differences suggest that with
the changes in concepts of loyalty and leadership that accompanied the coming of Islam
the full tribal qas�ı̄dah may have entered a period of crisis.

Notes

1. An earlier version of this article was delivered at the 1998 Annual Meeting of the Middle East
Studies Association of North America in Chicago, USA, on 3–6 December 1998. This essay is a
revised version of chapter two of the author’s doctoral dissertation, Akiko Motoyoshi, ‘Was�f and
Ekphrasis in the Arabic Qas�ı̄dah Tradition’, Indiana University, 2001. I would like to express my
gratitude to Dr Suzanne Stetkevych for her valuable comments and assistance.

2. All the information in this paragraph is taken from Hilda M. Ransome (1937) The Sacred Bee in
Ancient Times and Folklore (London: George Allen and Unwin) p. 38.

3. For an overview of the qas�ı̄dah genre, see Roger Allen (1998) ‘Poetry’, chap. 4 of The Arabic
Literary Heritage: The Development of its Genres and Criticism (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge
University Press.

4. Fakhr can be replaced by rithā� (elegy), hijā� (invective), or madı̄h� (praise). Madı̄h� is a court
panegyric in which the praise of the ruler takes the place of fakhr. Fakhr predominates in
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pre-Islamic poetry, while madı̄h� is the dominant genre in the qas�ı̄dah of the Islamic age. Although
the Arabic qas�ı̄dah is conventionally made up of the three parts, the two-part nası̄b-madı̄h� form
increasingly dominates the �Abbāsid (750–1258) and post-�Abbāsid qas�ı̄dah. However, we can
occasionally find the bipartite qas�ı̄dah before the �Abbāsid like Sā�idah’s pre-Islamic poem
investigated in this paper.

5. In the nası̄b the poet can also speak about other themes, such as the ruined abode, the departure
scene, and the lover during the night.

6. We do not know for sure when Sā�idah was alive, except that he was a pre-Islamic poet and older
than his rāwı̄ (transmitter), Abū Dhu�ayb al-Hudhalı̄.

7. G.E. von Grunebaum, The Encyclopaedia of Islam, new edn, s.v. ‘Abū Dhu�ayb al- Hudhalı̄’. All the
information on Abū Dhu�ayb in this paragraph is taken from this source.

8. See Abū al-�Abbās al-Mufad�d�al al-D� abbı̄, Dı̄wān al-Mufad�d�alı̄yāt, commentary, Abū Muh�ammad
al-Qāsim ibn Muh�ammad al-Anbārı̄, Arabic Text, Ed. Charles James Lyall, Beirut: Mat�ba�at
al-Ābā� al-Yasū�iyyı̄n: 1921 [ � vol. 2 of Lyall, ed. The Mufad�d�alı̄yāt] and Dı̄wān al-Hudhaliyyı̄n,
3 vols, Cairo: Al-Dār al-Qawmiyyah lil-T� ibā�ah wa-al-Nashr, 1965, and Ah�mad Kamāl Zakı̄, Shi�r
al-Hudhaliyyı̄n fi al-�As�rayn al-Jāhilı̄ wa al-Islāmı̄, Cairo: Dār al-Kātib al-�Arabı̄ lil-T� ibā�ah wa-al-
Nashr, 1969.

9. ‘Ekphrastic’ here means ‘clear and distinct’, offering a visual picture before the hearer’s eyes. See
more on ekphrasis in relation to was�f, Akiko Motoyoshi, Introduction, ‘Was�f and Ekphrasis in the
Arabic Qas�ı̄dah Tradition’, PhD dissertation, Indiana University, 2001.

10. See Grunebaum, ‘Abū Dhu�ayb al-Hudhalı̄’ and F. Viré, ‘Nah� l’. There is an anecdote in relation
to honey and the Hudhalı̄ tribe, called ‘Ghār al-�Asal’ (‘The Cave of Honey’) about the pre-Islamic
poet Ta�abbat�a Sharran. The story tells us that Ta�abbat�a Sharran plundered the honey in a cave
on the territory of the Hudhalı̄ tribe, his enemy, who found him and locked up him in the cave.
However, he managed to escape from it through a crack in which he emptied his honey, allowing
himself slide on the honey. The poet boasts of this adventure in nine verses. Abū al-Faraj
al-Is�bahānı̄, Kitāb al-Aghānı̄, 25 vols, Ed. �Abd al-Sattār Ah�mad Farrāj, Beirut: Dār al-Thaqāfah,
1955–61, 21, pp. 158–59. Another pre-Islamic poet, Shanfarā has a poem mentioning the
honey-gatherer (mu�assil). Al-Shanfarā, Lāmiyyat al-�Arab, Ed. Muh�ammad Badı̄� Sharı̄f, Beirut:
Manshūrāt Dār Maktabat al-H� ayāt, 1964, p. 43. E. Bräunlich discusses honey-gathering in the
poetry of Sā�idah and Abū Dhu�ayb in his article, ‘Versuch einer literargeschichtlichen Betrach-
tungsweise altarabischer Poesier’, Der Islam, 24 (1933) pp. 201–69, esp. pp. 222–26. There is also
an article on honey-collecting in the qas�ı̄dahs of Sā�idah and Abū Dhu�ayb: Muh�ammad b.
Sulaymān al-Sudays, ‘Was�f ishtiyār al-�asal fı̄ bid� �at nus�ūs� min shi�r Hudhayl’, Majallat Ma�had
al-Makht�ūt�āt al-�Arabiyyah, 33–1 (1989), pp. 149–68.

11. Mu�ārad�ah (opposition, contest) indicates literary imitation or emulation in the Arabic poetic
tradition. See for more information on mu�ārad�ah A. Schippers, The Encyclopaedia of Islam, new
edn, s.v. ‘mu�ārad�a’. According to The Encyclopaedia of Islam, there are related notions of
mu�ārad�ah: naqı̄d�ah, mufākharah and munāfarah. Naqı̄d�ah is understood as a contradicting poem,
flyting; a form of poetic duelling in which tribal or personal invectives are exchanged, usually in
pairs, using the same rhyme and meter. Mufākharah is meant either as a self-praise or a contest
for precedence and glory. G.J.H. van Gelder, The Encyclopaedia of Islam, new edn, s.v. ‘nak� ā�id� ’.
As a contest, mufākharah occurred at definite times after the pilgrimage or at random (especially,
at the sūq of �Ukāz�) generally between groups, tribes and clans and occasionally between families
and individuals. Bichr Farès, The Encyclopaedia of Islam, new edn, s.v. ‘mufākhara’. There is a book
on Persian poetry dealing with mu�ārad�ah: Paul Losensky, Welcoming Fighānı̄: Imitation and Poetic
Individuality in the Safavid-Mughal Ghazal, Costa Mesa, CA: Mazda Publishers, 1998.

12. The metre of this ode is kāmil. Dı̄wān al-Hudhaliyyı̄n, pp. 167–91. I also rely on Abū Sa�ı̄d
al-H� asan ibn H� usayn al-Sukkarı̄, Kitāb Sharh� Ash�ār al-Hudhaliyyı̄n, Ed. �Abd al-Sattār Ah�mad
Farrāj, rev. Mah�mūd Muh�ammad Shākir, 3 vols, Cairo: Maktab Dār al-�Urūbah, 1963, vol. 3, pp.
1097–1121; and Bernhard Lewin, A Vocabulary of the Hudailian Poems, Göteborg: Kungl. Veten-
skaps-och Vitterhets-Samhallet, 1978. See the Appendix for the Arabic text.

13. According to the sharh� of Dı̄wān al-Hudhaliyyı̄n, there is a variant of yatah�abbabū, yatajannabū.
14. For the meaning of mutarabbabū (tent-reared), there is a variant of mutarabbab fi n-nabt,

mutarabbab fi l-bayt. See the sharh� of Dı̄wān al-Hudhaliyyı̄n.
15. Tah�abbā (translated here as ‘wrapped in their coats’) actually means ‘to sit with one’s legs drawn

up and wrapped in one’s garment’.
16. The word corresponding to ‘is protected and forbidden’ is tuh� ūmiya which is a derivative verb of
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al-h� imā (consecrated tribal precinct). Al-h� imā� is the ancient institution of a forbidden sacred
pasture-land in Arabia. See Jaroslav Stetkevych, The Zephyrs of Najd: The Poetics of Nostalgia in the
Classical Arabic Nası̄b, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993, pp. 32–33, pp. 81–82, and
William Robertson Smith, Lectures on the Religion of the Semites, New York: Macmillan, 1927, p.
112, pp. 140–47.

17. In this verse, Sā�idah uses the verb �asala twice for the meaning of ‘to quiver’. It may suggest a
punning connection between the use of this verb and a theme of this poem, �asal or honey.

18. For the discussion of the lyric ‘I’ in Arabic poetry, see Jaroslav Stetkevych (1975) ‘The Arabic
Lyrical Phenomenon in Context’, Journal of Arabic Literature, 6, pp. 57–77.

19. W. J. T. Mitchell formulates ‘spiritual likeness’: ‘image is to be understood not as “picture”, but
as “likeness”, a matter of spiritual similarity. W. J. T. Mitchell, Iconology: Image, Text, Ideology,
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986, p. 30.

20. Dı̄wān al-Hudhaliyyı̄n, p. 177.
21. Muh�ammad ibn Mūsā al-Damı̄rı̄, Kitāb H� ayāt al-H� ayawān al-Kubrā, 2 vols, Cairo: n.p., 1861–62,

vol. 2, p. 467.
22. Qur�ānic evidence may seem unserviceable to our Hudhalı̄ poems, inasmuch as one of the odes

belong to the Pre-Islamic age, and the other to the Mukhad� ram age. Nevertheless, Qur�ānic
imagery in some cases may help understand older literature, including pre-Islamic poetry. On this
subject, see Suzanne Stetkevych, ‘Intoxication and Immortality: wine and associated imagery in
al-Ma�arri’s garden’, in: Critical Pilgrimages: Studies in the Arabic Literary Tradition, Literature East
and West, 25 (1989), Ed. Fedwa Malti-Douglas, pp. 30–31.

23. See ibid. p. 32.
24. See Michael Sells, ‘Guises of the Ghūl: Dissembling Simile and Semantic Overflow in the Classical

Arabic Nası̄b’, in: Reorientations/Arabic and Persian Poetry, Ed. Suzanne Stetkevych, Bloomington,
IN: Indiana University Press, 1994, p. 131.

25. Qur�ān 47: 16. The Koran Interpreted, trans., Arthur J. Arberry, 2 vols, 1955; reprint, New York:
Simon & Schuster, 1996, vol. 2, p. 221.

26. Al-Damı̄rı̄, vol. 2, p. 470.
27. Ransome, p. 146.
28. Sells, ‘Ghūl’, p. 130.
29. Qur�ān 16: 69–70. Arberry, vol. 1, pp. 293–94.
30. Abū Ja�far Muh�ammad ibn Jarı̄r al-T� abarı̄, Jāmi� al-Bayān fi Tafsı̄r al-Qur�ān, 30 vols, 1st edn,

Cairo: Al-Mat�ba�ah al-Kubrā al-Amı̄riyyah, 1905–11, vol. 14, pp. 88–89.
31. Aristotle, Historia Animalium, trans. A. L. Peck, 2 vols, Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,

1965–1970, Book V, 4: 21. Aristotle called a chief bee a ‘king bee’ because he believed that it was
a male bee.

32. Al-Damı̄rı̄, vol. 2, p. 470. This quotation is from Ransome, pp. 71–72.
33. Al-Damı̄rı̄, vol. 2, p. 470.
34. See �-s-l in Muh�ammad ibn Mukarram Ibn Manz�ūr, Lisān al-�Arab, 15 vols, Beirut: Dār S� ādir,

1955–56 and Lane, �-s-l.
35. See Lane, �-s-l.
36. Abū al-H� usayn Muslim ibn al-H� ajjāj al-Qushayrı̄ al-Naysābūrı̄, S� ah� ı̄h� Muslim, 1st edn, 4 vols, Dār

Ih�yā� al-Kutub al-�Arabiyyah, 1955–56, vol. 2, pp. 1057–58.
37. Lisān al-�Arab, �-s-l.
38. Sells, ‘Ghūl’, p. 131.
39. See the paintings in Eva Crane, The Archaeology of Beekeeping, Ithaca, NY: Cornell University

Press, 1983, pp. 19–23.
40. Suzanne Stetkevych, The Mute Immortals Speak: Pre-Islamic Poetry and The Poetics of Ritual, Ithaca,

NY: Cornell University Press, 1993, p. 228.
41. Ibid. S. Stetkevych discusses this in the context of blood vengeance, but it is applicable to Sā�idah’s

poem, for I use it only for the concept of the change of time.
42. Suzanne Stetkevych formulates the three phases of the rite of passage; separation (nası̄b), margin

(rah� ı̄l) and aggregation (fakhr) to the qas�ı̄dah, based on Victor Turner’s work, The Ritual Process:
Structure and Anti-Structure, Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1977, pp. 94–95. See S.
Stetkevych, Mute, pp. 6–8. In Sā�idah’s poem, the phase of separation in the nası̄b is understood
as individual concern, while the phase of aggregation in the fakhr as communal contribution.

43. The metre of this poem is t�awı̄l. Dı̄wān al-Hudhaliyyı̄n, pp. 70–81. The ode is the second poem
of Abū Dhu�ayb’s section in the anthology. I have also consulted al-Sukkarı̄, vol. 1, pp. 42–55. See
the Appendix for the Arabic Text.
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44. After line 6 has an additional line is given in al-Sukkarı̄’s recension: ‘I swear it must be a jar of
musk whose mouth diffuses its odour, at the door of Persian perfume merchants.’

45. The underline indicates that this line is the beginning of the series of extended similes, ending with
an elative form, comparing the beloved’s saliva to the wine and honey. It is connected to lines 26
and 27, saying that her saliva is more tasty than the wine and honey.

46. I use a variant of tah�ayyazat (gathered) that is found in al-Sukkarı̄’s recension, tah�ayyarat
(confused). See al-Sukkarı̄, 6 n, p. 79.

47. See Dı̄wān al-Hudhaliyyı̄n, 5 n, p. 70.
48. Dı̄wān al-Hudhaliyyı̄n, p. 74.
49. Dı̄wān al-Hudhaliyyı̄n, 1 n, p. 78.
50. According to Ransome, one passage is found concerning fumigation in the Talmud. It refers to the

medaph which was employed as a vessel for burning cowdung. One commentator explains that
people used the medaph to smoke out the bees when gathering honey. See Ransome, p. 70.

51. Jaroslav Stetkevych states that a nası̄b of classical Arabic poetry can be an independent poem. See
J. Stetkevych, Zephyrs, p. 79.

52. Grunebaum, ‘Abū Dhu�ayb al-Hudhali’. He also mentions that Abū Dhu�ayb was not good at the
description of a hunt scene.

53. The ode is found in al-Sukkarı̄, Kitāb Sharh� Ash�ār al-Hudhaliyyı̄n, vol. 1, pp. 4–14.
54. Kamal Abu-Deeb (1975) ‘Toward a structural analysis of pre-Islamic poetry’, International Journal

of Middle East Studies, 6, pp. 178–79.
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